Neighbor affinity based algorithm for discovering temporal protein complex from dynamic PPI network.
Detection of temporal protein complexes would be a great aid in furthering our knowledge of the dynamic features and molecular mechanism in cell life activities. Most existing clustering algorithms for discovering protein complexes are based on static protein interaction networks in which the inherent dynamics are often overlooked. We propose a novel algorithm DPC-NADPIN (Discovering Protein Complexes based on Neighbor Affinity and Dynamic Protein Interaction Network) to identify temporal protein complexes from the time course protein interaction networks. Inspired by the idea of that the tighter a protein's neighbors inside a module connect, the greater the possibility that the protein belongs to the module, DPC-NADPIN algorithm first chooses each of the proteins with high clustering coefficient and its neighbors to consolidate into an initial cluster, and then the initial cluster becomes a protein complex by appending its neighbor proteins according to the relationship between the affinity among neighbors inside the cluster and that outside the cluster. In our experiments, DPC-NADPIN algorithm is proved to be reasonable and it has better performance on discovering protein complexes than the following state-of-the-art algorithms: Hunter, MCODE, CFinder, SPICI, and ClusterONE; Meanwhile, it obtains many protein complexes with strong biological significance, which provide helpful biological knowledge to the related researchers. Moreover, we find that proteins are assembled coordinately to form protein complexes with characteristics of temporality and spatiality, thereby performing specific biological functions.